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2020 Events
(See AAHC Website for details
and for previous events)

No calendar as many events in the near term have been postponed or canceled because of
the pandemic. Check our website for the latest on what we do know about the events
further down the road.
If any local events get planned, even online, we will send out emails to everyone.

Multi-club plans that are posted:
Carolinas mountain tour Aug 6-9
September Round Up, Plainfield, IN Sep 17-20
SEC XXXIV, Lk Lanier Oct 1-4

Still no club meetings planned for awhile because of the pandemic.
Instead, call another club member, host a Zoom tech session,
do an impromptu tour on your own!

REMINDER: Car Photo(s) Wanted
At the January Planning meeting we unveiled the new Club Website. We announced there is a profile
for each member which allows storage of a photo of your 'Healey'. In addition to other club members
being able to access your contact information, they can also see the Healey you drive (or work on).
The plan is to use a different members car photo on the website home page each month as a way to
keep it re fresh and interesting.
So, send me a .jpg file of the Healey (or two) that you want associated with your profile and/or used
on the website home page. Send to: jrminer47@gmail.com
Best regards,
John Miner
_______________
The Flash!
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Doug Duffee
Atlanta Austin-Healey Club Fearless Leader

Our president is self-isolating and will
be back next time . . . .

Rick’s Recap
Our members are active! Some go on short tours,
some long, some work at home on their cars. Quite
a lot in this issue- hopefully it inspire you and maybe
make you smile.
The pics are in for the Drive-It Day event. Those
Marietta folks dominated again in numbers but you
be the judge of who has the best photo (hint: turn
back to the cover page for my vote). (p 5)
Mark Leinmiller does it again! Part 3 now, with
more great story and photos of his renovation
project. And his 1-mile test drive. Yeah, that's all
there was. Progress is not all rainbows, but his
progress is definitely visible now! (p 7)

The Flash is about you. We all like Healey stories.
Send in something about what you are working on
or where you met your Healey (or vice-versa). Send
your history text and pics to Judy Bagheri, and all
other stories to me.
Google Groups- Instructions: To send to the entire
club, send your email to:
AAHC-members@googlegroups.com
!

-Rick Hertzberg, Editor

Always intrepid Ruby and her designated driver
Ric Anderson went north to Spring Thing. Certainly
different with the unknown disease risks, but they
endured that and other risks and still had a good
adventure. (p 12)
Barry’s Tech Corner Barry gets two columns this
issue. His May column just missed our last issue
date so we get that as well as June in this issue.
While recounting his repair complexities, Barry
focuses on "luck" (May) and "perseverance" (June).
(p 18)
Grandson Zach shows off how he is dealing with
his parents who are installing new wood flooring
throughout the house. I like to think he's testing the
equipment for his next Healey ride!
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Marietta On the Square, and 5 Other Drives
"The beautiful weather brought out an unexpected number of cars for Drive It Day in Marietta on the Square.
We had 12 Healeys, a Triumph, and a Z3. We also had three members who came by without their Healeys,
and a prospective Healey owner and club member. Thanks to all who came out and shared their stories, of
which there were many." -John May
From Linda Miner earlier comes the real motivation: "Today nine Healeys gathered at Marietta Square for
socializing, and in some cases ice cream."
Other locations included Joe Hall around Toccoa River near Dial Ga, Ray Musslewhite at GA Guidestones in
Elberton (cover photo), Rick Hertzberg (and Amy) a mile from his house near Fernbank Science Center, and
Julie & Glenn Stephens with Ric Anderson (and Ruby) at Carters Lake Regulation Dam.
And last but not least: John Blanks says he did not get any pics but did take a nice long top-down drive.
Somebody's gotta teach that boy about SELFIES!

Marietta On the Square (above and below)

Rick H near Fernbank Science Center

Julie S and Ric A in pic file: dambmw.jpg
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Marietta On the Square, and 5 Other Drives

More Healeys at Marietta

Joe Hall in gorgeous countryside

Mark Henderson's homemade rear windscreen for his Bugeye,
which looks really excellent!
Could there be a Tech Session coming?
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Another Healey-on-TV sighting? Unfortunately, never in focus and it never moved so hard to tell for sure.
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New Albany, Indiana
June 18th to the 21st
After having such a great time at last year’s Spring Thing, Ruby and I
made the trip to visit our friends at the Bluegrass club for this year’s
edition.
While this event is normally held in early spring, the dates for Tampa’s Conclave made a shift necessary.
Fun fact: Friday was the last day of Spring, Saturday was the first day of Summer, Sunday was Father’s
Day, and we had a new moon for the weekend. All kinds of stuff going on there.
Whatever the season, the weather was perfect for a ride up through eastern Tennessee, much better
than taking the Interstates. Plus good roads and little traffic.
Thursday afternoon had people arriving and getting settled in. A good bit of parking lot socializing and
looking over the cars, seeing who had changed what since last time.
The Hospitality Suite opened about 5:00 and things moved inside for check-in and some thirst-quenching
refreshments. And more socializing too.
Also in the Hospitality Suite we enjoyed a fun dinner buffet, BBQ with all the trimmings. Baby Mae’s
may not be from Georgia but they know their way around a butt. Very tasty.
After dinner our host Ben Moore offered some welcoming words and logistics and turned things over to
Bob Thurman for the Funkhana fun. Games included throwing darts through a wire wheel, flicking cards
through a Healey 3000 grill, getting rubber darts to stick to a Healey-themed target. And more. My
score may have set a record, not in a good way.
Friday morning was time for the car show. The Bluegrass gang is known to mix things up, so the car show
had some unusual categories. Like Best Badge Bar and Shiniest Wheels and Cleanest Interior. There
was also Best Overall and Best Paint. Very happy to report Ruby won for her very clean wire wheels.
After the show the afternoon was open for free time and exploring New Albany on your own. I joined up
with a group to visit Falls of the Ohio state park. We were given a private tour of the cabin of Gen.
George Rogers Clark, brother of William Clark, and jumping off point of the Lewis & Clark expedition.
Skip Jackson with the BAHC is a volunteer at the park and proved to know his subject very well. We also
got a guided tour of the grounds and museum portion of the park.
I found time to explore New Albany on a little walkabout and found there was a lot more to it than you
might guess. While not a large town, they do have some notable architecture, including a Carnegie
library, now an arts and cultural center. I also learned New Albany played a significant role on the
Underground Railroad. And the first successful plate glass manufacture in America was in New Albany.
Who knew?

The Flash!
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Friday evening our hosts had a casual pizza dinner in the Hospitality Suite. I missed that as I joined a
celebratory dinner at The Exchange, marking Bill & Sarah Richey’s 44th wedding anniversary. I don’t
know about 44 years, Bill must have robbed the cradle.
Saturday morning was Rally time. Rally Master John Rice laid out a wonderful route that included small
towns, twisty roads, a few stretches to exercise your inner racer, and a couple of fun stops along the
way. First was a visit to Squire Boone’s Caverns. Food and drink and restrooms, fudge and other sweets,
a pair of gifts shops too. Plus a three legged cat named Scotty. Purr-fect rest stop.
A little more navigatorial fun with a cruise along the Ohio River and we came upon an old fashioned roadside ice cream stand, Polly’s Freeze. Sandwiches, fries and onion rings, shakes and malteds. Lots of ice
cream choices. A menu chock full of health food. Delicious.
I mentioned BAHC does things a little different. The rally had a little more of that. There were no
clues to puzzle out, no things to find or photograph, and the directions were clear. (Even if my navigator
occasionally suffered math problems) But we were given a task to complete along the way. We had to
write a blues song, with the title of The Wuhan Blues. Other than a minimum of four lines long, no rules.
We had to turn them in at the end of the route and Rally Master John Rice was the sole judge. Maybe
the soul judge too? After the Banquet and dinner we were given the opportunity to earn more points by
performing our compositions for the crowd. While it was a lot of fun I think we should not plan on
making music a new career.
Saturday evening we drove out to Huber’s Family Farm for the Banquet and awards festivities. A hardy,
country comfort food meal, served family style. And lots of it. Plus cobblers and ice cream for desert.
After the plates were cleared our host Ben Moore announced the car show winners.
After our return to the hotel there was more socializing and maybe a malted beverage or two. And some
packing and loading up too.
Sunday morning folks left as their distances and directions dictated. As rain was in the forecast for
both my preferred route and the western route, I opted for the longer eastern choice. And things were
going great until I found I had not factored in the steep hill heading in to Rocky Top. While there was
gas enough in the tank, it went to the back and I lost the fuel pick up. After two hours Hagerty’s had me
back under way. Little did I know Ruby had found a nail with her left rear and the slow leak left me flat
outside of Lenoir City. So just another little delay. And that gave the rain plenty of time to catch us
near Calhoun. I was very happy to see the Georgia state line.
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Despite the adventures in getting home, Ruby and I had a great time playing with the Bluegrass club.
Can’t wait to see what they plan for next year. Maybe you should plan on joining us.
- Ric Anderson

A different dart board! !

!

!

!

!

Funkhana grill challenge

The car show
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More from the car show

Youngest & most popular BAHC member!

Austin-Healey 3000 Mark IV maybe!

Original owner 65 BJ8

George Rogers Clark homestead
Something to keep Doug awake at night

The Flash!
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Falls of the Ohio fossil beds park!

44th anniversary celebratory dinner! !

!

!

!

!

!

Squire Boone Caverns rest stop

!

Second Baptist Church

Prerally Drivers Meeting

Old fashion ice cream stand lunch

Scotty the 3 legged cat
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Ruby made a friend

Ruby and her Trophy
Some serious calculating going on

Not really out of gas

And a little rain too

The Flash!
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by Barry Rosenberg

Tech article: May 2020
It is amazing, having all this down time, that I have not written any articles. It also amazes me that I am an
essential worker in all this mess. Yes, repairing old British cars is listed as an essential occupation. Go figure.
Anyway, I have been able to continue playing at my barn. I do spend the majority of my time there alone and at
most, there may only be one other person there with me. Usually Abe.
This week, the week of April 20th, I had two other customers drive up. One brought me a MGA gearbox to go
thru and the other ran over my foot. Guess which one I preferred? The MGA gearbox is in pretty good condition
other than an oddly pitted 1st/rev gear. I think it would last the owners lifetime but we are replacing it to be safe.
May as well replace the synchros, seals, bearings and worn shift fork at the same time. It did not appear this
gearbox had ever been built before.
The other car was a Spitfire with a new engine in it. There were only 100 miles on the motor and I was going to
make a few tune adjustments. Informing the customer that getting a fine tune on a new motor was not possible
as the rings and valves will seat over a few hundred miles and should come back later. However, I looked it
over and found several minor problems.
The distributor clamp was loose in it’s attachment to the block so the distributor had wiggle to it allowing the
timing to move around. The vacuum retard was connected incorrectly and retarded the timing as the rpm
increased. There are two ports on the Spitfire Stromberg carb and it was connected to the one that had no
vacuum at idle but increased vacuum as the engine speed increased.
The ports go into the bore of the carb at the butterfly end. If the tiny hole is in front of the closed butterfly, it gets
vacuum only as the butterfly is opened meaning the engine speed is increasing. This port should go to a
vacuum advance unit so the timing will increase as engine speed increases.
If the tiny hole is behind the butterfly, it has high vacuum at idle when the butterfly is closed and loses vacuum
as the butterfly opens. This is the port that a vacuum retard should go. It retards the timing at idle and as you
increase engine speed by opening the butterfly, it allows the timing to increase as the vacuum gets lower. A
vacuum gauge is an old tool that would show the difference of the ports.
Now, if you have read my articles in the past, you know I do not like either system. I like my timing set at 32
degrees BTDC (before top dead center) at 3,000 rpm. I do not care that much where the timing is at idle. The
vacuum advance was used to make acceleration a little smoother not to increase power. Retarded vacuum
was more for emission control.
After plugging the port and setting the timing, the car ran much better. Very little was needed at the carb side. I
like to seal off the emission devices on the Stromberg carbs when I build them so I closed those on the carb
and set the mixture and idle and sent him out to test drive. Here is where there is proof that luck does exist.
He left the barn for a short blast up the road and back. When he returned, his new engine was pouring oil out
underneath. All over my semi-clean floor. It seems that his oil pressure warning light switch had taken that drive
as an opportunity to fail. It was pouring oil out at an alarming rate. After checking the remaining oil level, we
added a little over two quarts and I had a used switch that I installed in the engine. It did not work, but it did not
leak.
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Tech Corner (cont.)
Suppose, he had driven home instead of returning? Other than me getting pissed he hadn’t paid me yet, his
engine would have seized long before he returned home. I was never worried about the pay but was super
glad it went bad on a test drive than a drive home. Luck does exist.
I retraced his route later that day, it was easy to follow the oil in the road. Almost as soon as he turned the
corner onto the main road, it started leaking. The trail is still there. Especially where it leads back into the barn.
And on my floor. You may ask why he did not stop the car when the light came on.
Simple, it never came on. The engine still had oil pressure and the switch does not activate the light until about
12 lbs. of oil pressure. It may not have come on even when the engine ran out of oil as the switches do not
work very well when the electric contacts are bathed in oil. It is possible that any of our cars that do not have
an oil pressure gauge can have the same problem.
A switch like this could fail at any time and you, the driver, would never notice until you hear very bad noises
from your engine. In the Triumphs, the switch is on the opposite side of the engine as the exhaust so there
wouldn’t even be smoke you might see in the rear view mirror. No, you would have to wait until you hear the
noise before you thought you have a problem.
As I said, this must be proof good luck does exist. 100 miles on an engine and a major leak does no harm. I
forgave him running over my foot. In my earlier days, I never left my feet in the path of the tires when asking
the owner to turn the starter over. I guess I am getting slow and forgetful. Oh well, old age.
We are getting close on the Herald project. Engine and trans are installed. All front suspension work is
completed other than final alignment. All wiring is repaired and modified. We have installed an electric washer
pump, twin 7” electric fans with relay and bypass switch and twin relays for Halogen lights. An aftermarket
brake booster has been fitted into the brake system. These are good units and are very reasonably priced (little
over $100). Any one can fit them to their car. If you have a dual master cylinder, you need two; one for the front
and one for the rear brakes.
I modified the charging system to an alternator yet left the old external voltage regulator for the original
appearance it gives. Yes, we know the irony of this, how original is a six cylinder Herald. It is gutted and wiring
modifications were carried out on the bottom so it looks like it is connected. I have stripped old harnesses to
use the original color wires for any new work done. Original tape, the non sticky type, was used to repair the
original harness where ever we cut into it for our modifications.
The differential is being replaced by a rebuilt GT6 unit along with late Spitfire axles with new bearings and Ujoints. Shocks are fully adjustable special units that are made for the Spitfire. They came from Rimmer in
England. Too bad the bolts did not fit the new bushings installed in the shocks.
Another small modification to new parts to make them usable. We also are replacing the rear leaf spring with
the later style. These modifications should make the Herald handle a lot better. The rear wheels should not try
to kiss each other under the car when cornering too fast.
We hope to write a complete history of this conversion. There will be one long chapter of bad, ill fitting or
incorrect parts and the modifications required to make them work.
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Tech Corner (cont.)

Well it is time I head to the barn to get some work in today. I have moved my computer system home as the
service at the barn had gotten worse. With so many more people using the internet, it had gotten so slow, it
became impossible to look up parts or communicate over the internet. At home, we have 5G service. Too bad
my flip phone does not work on 5G. I do understand that I will have to give up my old phone by year’s end. The
3G it works on is going away. I will have to join the modern world. Damn!
In the meantime and until we can meet in groups again, y'all stay safe and go bowling. Me, I really want a hair
cut. See y'all somewhere soon.
Barry Rosenberg
British Car Service
770-689-7573

Tech Article: June 2020
I doubt that we are all back to normal as you read this article. Hopefully it will not be much longer. Was Gov.
Kemp right in opening Ga. at the beginning of May? Time will tell but I feel the government overstepped with
the shutdown of the economy. How can it be fair or safer for large stores such as Walmart remain open
selling clothes, TVs, and anything else they stock?
Their stores see thousands of people every day. A small local shop on Main Street, Small Town America may
see 10 customers a day. Why couldn’t they remain open with safety protocols in position. I feel the large
stores should have been limited in what they sell, essential items only. New, big screen TVs are not essential.
Just my personal feelings.
It is the same as me being allowed to continue working at the shop. My profession was considered essential!
Really? Who must have an old British car for their essential daily trips to buy big screen TVs at Walmart? My
wife works in the corporate office of a lumber yard. They sell wood to furniture makers not the construction
industry and she has been considered essential. Her work week had been reduced to two days a week from
her normal three days.
So, I have been working reduced hours at the shop but still go there a couple days a week. This past week,
April 27 thru May 1, has seen the GT6 Herald get rear suspension, driveshaft, and a new late Spitfire rear
leaf spring. This is true; we spent 5 hours and installed 7 studs and bolts. How it could take that long is a
good question.
We worked constantly but one thing after another went awry. First, the new spring required a new mount, that
had been ordered and delivered for us to use Friday, the day I thought we would spend an hour or two
installing the spring. We tried to install the mount first but could not compress the leafs enough to get a sleeve
and bolt installed. They hold the leafs in place while the spring is easily slid over the differential and under the
body panels.
We tried using four long bolts with nuts but could not get the parts compressed enough. We actually
squashed the steel sleeve between the mounting plate and the leaf. Now we have to repair or replace the
sleeve. Lucky, having a 30 ton press, we were able to press an old bolt thru the 3” long sleeve and get the
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original bolt to fit once again. Next, we used the mounting studs with nuts to compress the springs with a
spacer in place to make the leafs compress more. Not enough.
Taking it all apart again, we used thicker spacers and were able to get the spacer and bolt in place and the
leafs properly compressed. Home free; no way. The ends of the spring came with new bushings installed.
This is normal. The original bolts were 7/16” diameter. In decimal size, this is .4375”. Unfortunately, the spring
or at least the bushing was made in China. They used an 11mm diameter sleeve thru the bushing. 11mm
equals .433”.
You would not think that the .0045” makes much difference but it stopped the bolt from fitting the sleeve. The
sleeves are bonded to the rubber bushings and cannot be removed. So it becomes time to get out the heavy
duty drill and a 7/16” drill bit and get to work. If a home mechanic had come across this problem what would
they have done? Most people do not have big drill bits and heavy duty drills. Most would have used a smaller
diameter bolt. The problem would be the uprights the spring attaches to on the suspension. They have a
7/16” hole for the correct size bolt. Using a 3/8” bolt, the next size down, would allow some movement and a
knocking noise when hitting bumps.
We took the correct way to solve the problem even though it took some time to rectify. But this was how the
day went. By having to use the original mounting studs to compress and get the spring ready for installation,
we had to clean the threads so nuts would go off and on easily. Just more time wasted.
So, let’s discuss the driveshaft. We had taken the original driveshaft to a shop in Marietta to have it
shortened. New u-joints were installed and the unit balanced. Yes, they do balance driveshafts. If one is out
of balance, you get a strange vibration at certain speeds and you go nuts trying to figure out what is causing
it. Using a GT6 differential, we had to use a GT6 flange which uses bigger 3/8” bolts compared to the Herald
5/16” bolts.
We sent two GT6 flanges to be installed on the driveshaft when it was rebuilt. Once the rear flange was
bolted to the diff. we went to install the front flange to the transmission overdrive output flange. Unfortunately,
it had a Spitfire flange with the smaller 5/16” bolt holes. Crap; another problem supplied by a vendor who sold
the overdrive to the customer. Internally, the GT6 and Spitfire overdrives are the same.
The only real difference is the output flange. Do we replace the flange with one from a GT6? Not a good
option as we do not have one nor do I think it will fit the overdrive’s shaft splines. One is fine splines and the
other is very coarse. Could drain the trans and remove the flange and drill out the holes. Another option not
usable. The flanges are slightly different in diameter.
Next option, remove the driveshaft and the GT6 flange and install a Spitfire part. The GT6 and Herald/Spitfire
use the same u-joints (the same as MGBs and Spridgets). I have been doing u-joints for way too many years
and felt it would be the easiest fix. I could take the new u-joint apart and re-install it in the Spitfire flange. No
problem there.
So, where is the next problem? After installing the drive shaft again, we here a scraping sound from the front
end. Turns out when it was shortened, he welded it back together and left a slightly high spot in the joint. We
could grind it down but there goes the benefit of the balancing. As there was room to compress the driveshaft
some, we thought a spacer at the diff end would move the high spot far enough forward to clear the rub.
So, I made a steel spacer about 1/4” thick and installed it. Almost cured the rub but not enough. Now, I
needed a thicker spacer. I once built a national winning valve cover racer with 6” diameter aluminum wheels
that I turned out of 6” round blanks about 1” thick. I had two of the blanks laying around. Mounting the blank
in my big lathe, I was able to remove all the aluminum material that did not look like the spacer I needed.
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It turned out beautiful, almost too pretty to use. Back on my back, I installed the new spacer and it worked.
No more rub. Of course, installing the thicker spacer meant new longer bolts were needed and I had to
modify longer than needed bolts to fit. Grade 8 bolts come with about 1” of threads and the rest of their length
is un-threaded shank. The shank is the part of the bolt designed to take the shear load of the bolt. Threaded
portions are not as strong and should not take a shear load.
A shear load is the bolt being cut in half by the force acting on it. As the engine tries to turn the driveshaft and
the wheels try to not spin, there is a shear load on the bolts holding the driveshaft to the trans and diff. I
needed my bolts to have a long enough shank to pass thru the flange on the drive shaft, diff flange and my
spacer.
But, the shank can not protrude thru all the parts, It has to stop just short of passing thru. Not having a set of
four bolts that fit our specific needs, I modified some by adding a few threads and shortening the overall
length to fit. Another problem solved. Here is a picture of my spacer. It was easier to make than it was to take
a picture and get it here.

Well, it has taken me quite awhile to type this so I will end here and pick up on the next article. So, until we
get to meet together, stay safe and support as many small local businesses as you can. See y'all somewhere
soon.
Barry Rosenberg
British Car Service.
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Carolinas Club Annual Mountain Tour
August 6-9
Our hosts for the 24th annual Carolinas Mountain Tour have, in an effort to keep everybody
safe and well, made a change in this year’s plans. They are moving back to the Oak Park Inn.
Here is an excerpt of Chuck’s email.

CHANGE OF PLANS … BUT AT LEAST WE ARE STILL GOING TO THE MOUNTAINS !!!
We have had a “meeting of the minds” & YES, unlike the Scarecrow in Oz, we do have
brains (& diplomas!).
With social distancing being priority #1, we have decided to change the venue from a
“HOTEL / Hallway / Lobby / Front Porch” to a more desirable “Motor Court / Front door to
the Healey parking lot / Open common area / Fresh air” approach. We now have 34 rooms
“ON HOLD” for the 24th Annual Austin-Healey Mountain Trip at, where else but, The Oak
Park Inn in Waynesville, N.C. – August 6-7-8, 2020 !!
Rick & Carolyn assured us that all is fine in Haywood County & expectations are high for
continuing social interaction (outdoor picnics, fire pits, corn hole, beverage consumption,
etc ) &, BEST OF ALL, Austin-Healey drives !!
I will take care of cancelling the rooms currently booked at The Monte Vista Boutique Hotel
1919 in Black Mountain, N.C. for the same dates & look forward to seeing the same
bookings show up @ The Oak Park Inn.
!
CALL (828)456-5328 ASAP to get your room & spread the word to others – we’d
love to see some new faces, too !!
!
DO NOT BE DISAPPOINTED – we plan to go to the Monte Vista for the 25th Mtn.
Trip in 2021 !!
We will begin planning for dinners, drives, & all the normal fun things we do to put this
Pandemic behind us & return to some sense of normalcy (if that’s possible with this group!)
No need to contact me with your receipt of this email unless you really want to – I will be in
touch with The Oak Park Inn & hope to see your names on the list –
!
MORE DETAILS WILL BE SENT AS WE FINALIZE PLANS
Look forward to seeing you all very soon !!
Chuck & Monique m(864) 270-0799
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Want to play where your Austin-Healey Delegates meet? Then this September
Roundup is for you. The city of Plainfield and Hendricks County will be the location
for the 2020 version of this Fall get together. The host hotel is the Springhill Suites,
at 6014 Gateway Dr. Newly remodeled with refreshed rooms and a free breakfast,
the Healey rate is $119+ a night. Contact the hotel directly for reservations.
Telephone 1-844-972-0461
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Atlanta Austin-Healey Club
(a Chapter of the Austin-Healey Club of America, Inc. since 1981)

Membership Application
Complete the information below. Return with your check for $60.00 ($50.00
AHCA, $10.00 Atlanta Chapter) made payable to: Atlanta Austin-Healey Club.
Send to:

Sam & Cyndi Marble
Atlanta AHCA Membership
2421 Manor Way
Loganville, GA 30052

Membership Benefits: Monthly National Magazine, Monthly Atlanta
Newsletter, Meetings, Tech Sessions, Huge Wealth of Healey Knowledge,
Drives, Socials, Weekend Trips, Car Shows, Cookouts, Fun & Much More!

Healey Information (Healey Ownership Not Required)
Model ______________ VIN __________________ Original Owner? (y/n) ______
Model ______________ VIN __________________ Original Owner? (y/n) ______

Personal Information
Name ______________________________________ Spouse _______________
Address___________________________________________________________
City________________________State_________________Zip_______________
Home
Phone_____________________Cell__________________Fax________________
E-Mail _____________________________________________________________
Signature_______________________________________Date _______________
Questions?

The Flash!
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WANTED,

or

FOR SALE

Reminder for Club Members: Anyone have any British cars or parts- for sale or any items
wanted? Pass on the info & we’ll get it listed. Advertisement is free to members. Your ad will
run for three months unless you pull it or ask for renewal.

> > > Please contact the Editor when your Sale or Wanted item is done. < < <
The Flash!
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WANTED,

or

FOR SALE

Reminder for Club Members: Anyone have any British cars or parts- for sale or any items
wanted? Pass on the info & we’ll get it listed. Advertisement is free to members. Your ad will
run for three months unless you pull it or ask for renewal.

WANTED: Parts Needed
Working on (2) projects and am looking for the following parts:
Short term project: Building a MK1, 1962 MG (GAN2 VIN prefix). I need a:
(buildable condition) 1098 Engine. I'd like to keep it "Year and Make" accurate if I can, but a 1275 engine
would work also.
!

Tach and Speedo for MK1, 1962 MG

I purchased the car with no engine, transmission, Tach or Speedo, but otherwise complete and with only 2 rust
through spots (on bottom of each front wing in the usual place).
Longer term project: Building a Bugeye from tub up (currently on a rotisserie to replace floor pan and
spring boxes). If you have any BE parts (interior or exterior) you're not using / would part with - send me a list
please!
Thanks All !
Lee Etterling
Betterling01@gmail.com
678.630.5013

WANTED:
Hi Club Members- Am working on my 100/4 project and am in need of all clutch linkage from the pedal to
the 4 speed gearbox. Please advise if you have any to spare or where I might locate them. Thanks!
Regards, markhenderson3376@gmail.com

> > > Please contact the Editor when your Sale or Wanted item is done. < < <
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WANTED,

or

FOR SALE

Reminder for Club Members: Anyone have any British cars or parts- for sale or any items
wanted? Pass on the info & we’ll get it listed. Advertisement is free to members. Your ad will
run for three months unless you pull it or ask for renewal.

Healey Wanted
We got word of a fellow in Melbourne. FL, who is looking for a car. Jerome Berry wants a
100/4, hopefully a BN2. Wants to be able to drive it, no plans to make it a show car. He is
open to less than perfect paint and interior but doesn’t want to deal with something rusted out.
He has looked around his area, and has investigated cars out of state too. His idea now is to
reach out to clubs in the south, hoping to avoid cars from salted-roads areas.
If you have a car, or know of a car, that might fit his needs, please contact him directly.
His information is:
Jerome Berry
321.752.3950
mainship1volvo@gmail.com
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WANTED,

or

FOR SALE

Reminder for Club Members: Anyone have any British cars or parts- for sale or any items
wanted? Pass on the info & we’ll get it listed. Advertisement is free to members. Your ad will
run for three months unless you pull it or ask for renewal.

FOR SALE
A-H 3000, 1961
I have a beautiful 1961 3000 that I am thinking about passing on to a new owner...if anyone knows of
someone who would love to have such a fabulous car or if any of you want to add to your collection please
let me know!
Thanks so much!
William Monroe williamlmonroe@yahoo.com

> > > Please contact the Editor when your Sale or Wanted item is done. < < <
The Flash!
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WANTED,

or

FOR SALE

Reminder for Club Members: Anyone have any British cars or parts- for sale or any items
wanted? Pass on the info & we’ll get it listed. Advertisement is free to members. Your ad will
run for three months unless you pull it or ask for renewal.

FOR SALE: 1999 Jaguar XK8
4.0 L-DOC V8
Shiftable 5 Speed Automatic Transmission
Harmon Kardon Sound System
Original Factory Mag Wheels
New Continental Extreme Contact Tires
EBC Performance Brakes
New SS Cat Back Exhaust
New Battery
49,500 Miles
Concours Condition
$16,500 OBO
Any questions, please call:
Roger Futrell, AKA Sparkie
770-535-1510 (Home)
678-943-9796 (Cell)

> > > Please contact the Editor when your Sale or Wanted item is done. < < <
The Flash!
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